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Cherry Tree Day Visitor Site

Site analysis
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Current use
Day visitor site that connects with Burnt Bridge Day Visitor Site via 
Toorloo Arm walking track. The site is open and wide and lends itself 
to use as a gathering place.

Cherry Tree was a gathering place for Gunaikurnai and Aboriginal 
people throughout history, and has been used for cultural gatherings 
in contemporary times. It is connected to Burnt Bridge, and the area is 
abundant with hunting and gathering materials. 

Existing amenities
Toilet, picnic tables. Kayak launching.

Bridge and boardwalks on unsealed path.

Existing access
Cherry Tree Track (unsealed) with turn-around and informal car parking 
for 5 -10 vehicles.

Key issues
Poorly designed space. Picnic tables and steps in poor condition. 

Some parts of track narrow and steep with limited accessibility

Lack of interpretive and accessibility information

Location of and access to toilet is not well connected to picnic area.

Vandalism. (installed BBQ was stolen). Lack of presence on site.

EVC
Limestone Box Forest and Warm Temperate Rainforest.

Planning zone
Conservation and Recreation Zone with a Special Protection Overlay on 
Toorloo Arm Walk

Steps and possible kayak launch

Confined picnic area with 
prominent boulders
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LAKE TYERS STATE PARK CAMPING 
AND ACCESS STRATEGY

Cherry Tree Day Visitor Site

Site Analysis
1:1000 @A3

Existing Log

Two picnic tables

Toorloo Arm walking track to Burnt Bridge 
(about 2km) might require slight realignment in 
response to environmental or cultural issues.

Private Property

Existing boulders

Long timber 
steps

Informal kayak 
launch. Best views

Timber steps

Existing Logs

Turn-around
and car park

Existing concrete slab. 
BBQ installed was stolen

Gently graded walking track

Important gathering place. Cherry Tree to 
Burnt Bridge track.  Water levels, ochre, reeds 
for weaving, bush foods. 

KEY

Camping encroaching into 
vegetation

Camping area

Views

Formal walking track

Informal walking track 

Formal road unsealed

Vehicle track maintenance

Informal road or unauthorised 
vehicle access

Existing barrier

Existing picnic table

Existing fire scar

Existing fire pit

Existing toilet
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Key changes
Future use
Key day visitor site with picnic tables and kayak launching. 

Defined	spaces	to	allow	for	large	gatherings	or	smaller	groups.	

Future amenities
New	seats,	tables,	fire	pit	and,	interpretive	shelter.	Relocate	toilet,	
signage and improved pedestrian tracks and connections. 

Future access
No change to existing access and connection to Burnt Bridge via 
Toorloo Arm walking track, except for the addition of a gate at 
Marsdenia car park to restrict access during Gunaikurnai community 
events. 

Key issues addressed 
Poorly designed space.

Picnic tables and steps in poor condition. 

Some parts of track are narrow and steep with limited accessibility.

Lack of interpretive or access information.

Position and location of toilet facility.

Staging and priorities
Medium priority.

Install full scope

Zoning
Retain as Conservation and Recreation Zone with a Special Protection 
Overlay on Toorloo Arm Walk.

Add gate and allow site to be booked by GLaWAC for gatherings at 
regular times of year or for special events as required. 

Permits
No permit or Cultural Heritage Management Plan required for 
proposed works unless required through the detailed design phase.

Interpretation
A possible method to address the key changes would be to engage a 
landscape architect to generate detailed design in collaboration with 
GLaWAC	to	respond	to	cultural	significance	of	the	site	and	allow	for	
cultural	gatherings	and	tourism.	Interpretation	and	way-finding	is	to	be	
included in detailed design. 

An example of some preliminary concept ideas are listed below; 

•	 Define	the		central	space	as	a	circle.	Potential	to	divide	site	into	five	
sections	to	represent	the	five	clans	of	Gunaikurnai	or	the	structure	
of a woven basket. The theme of seasons would be particularly 
relevant at this site due to the use of reeds and other hunting or 
gathering materials. 

•	 Plants and their uses would be an important interpretive element 
at this site including reeds for weaving, bark for kayaks, Acacia for 
spears, Banksia marginata for a sweet drink.

•	 Link interpretive elements to Marsdenia rainforest walk. 

•	 As a key visitor site, it may be relevant to share some facts about 
the negative colonial impact of Aboriginal people in the area and 
the disruption to cultural practice that occurred which makes 
places like this important for continuing or survival of culture. 

•	 Future cultural tourism activities, kayak or walking tours would 
ideally run from this site. Consider design and interpretive elements 
to support this. 

•	 Consideration should be given to durable and vandal-resident 
furniture and material selection.

Banksia marginata

Lomandra and Banksia

Grass tree
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Proposed Plan
1:500 @A3

Toorloo Arm walking track to Burnt Bridge 
(2km).  Install interpretation along walk and 
consider improving universal accessibility

Redesign day visitor area to suit 
needs of Aboriginal people who 
wish to use the space. Consider 
universal accessibility and cultural 
use of the site. Consider 
possibility of camping.
Potential for future cultural 
community use and tourism 
cultural trail from Cherry Tree to 
Burnt Bridge.

Upgrade existing 
long timber steps

Existing turn-around and car park

Install gates at Marsdenia Walk to allow 
Aboriginal people to book Cherry Tree 
and Burnt Bridge sites for gatherings.

Existing large tree for shade and 
possibility focal point of new design

KEY

Park information and way-finding signage

Existing gentle grades and views allow for 
kayak launching and good accessibility

Relocate existing or new toilet

New vegetation

Group camping 

Small group camping

Single camping

Formal walking track

Informal walking track 

Formal road unsealed

Management Vehicle Only 
(MVO)

Close and revegetate track

Existing barrier

New vehicle barrier

New path

New road unsealed

New toilet

Car parking 

New furniture

Fishing platform/kayak launch

New fire pit

New sign

A

B

CInterpretive shelter

Fire pit

Fishing platform/kayak launch

Curved seats in 
circular arrangement

Define central space as circle. Potential to divide 
site into five sections to represent five clans of 
Gunaikurnai or structure of a woven basket.

Picnic area with tables 
for smaller groups  

Picnic area with tables 
for smaller groups 


